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l. 

·'!'he diagram is really .a. pic.tur.e of the. human mind, seen 

from the point of view of different levels. At the centre 0£ the circue 

is the s-<>urce from which all our engrgy comes - the- 'inner glory' from. 

which the mantra originates. In the central area everything- is- blis-s - on 

the next level (level 2) a.re man's-· b:igher centres=, which - if' you remember -

have no negative side. But . on. .levels 3, 4 and 5 are th~ differ.ant- levels 

on whio.h our ord~ func~ions work - levels which depend on the amo,mt of 

attention - the-- .amount of_ energy. which reaches them from _ the centre. · 

.(Not~: the three · segments of' the cireJ.e represent man's three kinds of' 

funo-ti.on - -movemen:ts and. sen.s.a.tions . on. the right, feelings and emotions 

on the left, and the thinking :f'unction at · the base·.) _ 
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2.. 

In the dqs of traditional methods and schools the idea was ~o work 

on these three lowest levels and learn to control them at will. It was 

considered that without this discipline and preparation - a process, by 

the wq, which might take a lifetime - there would be no hope of getting 

through to the central area.. But with the meditation we go about it 

differently. We ignore the three outer areas - just leave them to 

themselves - a.nd a-imply repeat the mantra. Little by little the rhythm 

of' the mantra attracts our attention to the centre. 

Wb;y does the mantra do this? We were told it i~ because the mind 

is- attracted naturally toward.s the place of greatest happiness. This 

simple statement has: tremendous implications. It implies--, not only that 

somewhere within us-, a great store of happiuess- exists, but also that we 

can f"ind it naturally', without the ef'f'ort and struggle whicth since time 

immemorial have been c:onnected with these things. 

But wha;t actual~ happens?· When we start repeating the mantra it. 

s-eems· at first to be flat and dull, but as we continue it beoomes: more and 

more attractive, more delightful to repeat. Eventually- it becomes too 

fine for the mind to £ollow, and s-o it transcends. This cthange in the 

quality o'i" the mantra. means that the mind is receiving- it in a purer and 

purer form, nearer and nearer to what it really is. .And this in itEr 

turn means that the energy from the centre is.filling the mind more and 
more. So the effe~t of doing the meditation is to change the quality 

of energy in the mind - not just one part of the mind, but the whole mind,-

on every level. And this in its turn has a vez-y definite effee~ on the 
wey our f'unctions work. 

Consider for a moment how our functions work in the ordinary wq. On 

level 5, everything happens mecllanically- - m:, attention is required. On 

the next leve-1, level 4, our attention is held~ what we are doing - we 

enjoy it, and the work gets done much better. But on level 3 our attention 

is- held b;r something higher than 0tzrselves. Take, 

for. inatanoe_, 
truly- inspired. 

. the work . of an artist, ·a: poet or at rmutici:an, .. when he is 

His achievement, his- succe-ss or his failure is neve:r- a 

personal matter - it 01>mes from-somewhere beyond him. And the energy, 

th& inspiration he gets can have tremendous- power over h!s attention~ 

sometimes involving days or weeks of' very oono~ntrated vork. 

What an enormous difference there is between these three levels! And 

yet they all come from the one mind. As far as- one knows it is not the 

strucrlure· which is diff'erent, it is simp~ the level o-r energy. In terms 



of the diagram it is a question how much of the very subtle energy 

from the centre is present in the mind as a whole. 

But what happens on level 2? On level 2 ar& man's higher centreg, 

and these are utterly different from our ordinary fun~tions. In the 

first pla.ca they hav~ no negative side - everything is positive. 

Secondly, they exist on the level of ecstasy - that is the point which 

alwa.;y~ gets mi~d, for no des~iption can convey it. The meditation 

can help us to understand what this,. means, for it is the same· eos:taa,:, · 

the same-bliss whio-h belongs· to the mantra - but i1r this case not 

attached to any object, for the mantra belongs to area I, and area I is 

above the level of functions altogether. 

Area I is· absolute blis~, absolute o~nsoiousness. That i~ why, in 

the technique of meditation, we kee~ experience within the compass of 

the- mantra. When experience is attached to this object or that, as it 

is· at all other times, it is no longer absolute, it is r.e·lative. 

Any experienee outside the mantra is relative, and it can easily 

b& mistaken for the real thing. Even the experience of th~ mantra 

itself i~relativ~. Only when it transcends is the abs~lute level 

of e::rperienae reached. Like a pure sound, which when it is so pur& 

that it creates no disturbance, cannot be heard, so is the mantra when : 

it transcends. 



The purpose of meditation is to change the quality of energy in 

the mind - the whole mind., particularly the functions we use every-

day. It is not to escape from our everyday functions, but to transform 

them, so that they work in the full light of the energy from the centre. 

Tb.is transf'ormation is brought about by repeatedly- reaching the 

c~ntre and coming back to ordinary levels again. This ha.a the effect 

of infusing the mind with higher energy - it is in fa.et psycho-transformism 

in the true sense of the word. 

It is not easy to see what this process really mean& - it has a much 

deeper significance than one thinks at first. One is inc-lined to 

concentrate on the incresed efficiency and alertness of the mind which 

results from meditation. But in doing so one overlooks something mueh 

more important. The key to the real significance of meditation lies 

in the quality of energy which belongs to the c:entre. 

The energy which o·omes from the centre is aosmio it is way, way 

above all the ordinary energies one uses in life. It is the light 

referred to in the opening verses of' St John1 s Gospel - 'the light 

shine-thin darkness, and the darkness c-omprehendeth it not'. The-

darkness is the outside part of the o-ircie - the everyday fu.nO"tions with 

whiah we stumble through our lives. But the purpose of' meditation is 

to bring the light to the darkness., The question is, what effeo-t 

does that have? 

When we were given the meditation it was said that when the process 

of in.f'using,, the mind with higher energy from the c-entre was c-omplete, 

that would be crosmie consciousness. And contrary to all o-11r previou~ 

thinking, cosmic C'Onsciousness (which is another name for objective 

consciousness referred to in the sys-tem) was not considered to be a 

special state-, · it wag c-omddered to be a oondi tion in whiah our everyday 

life could be lived. 

What would it mean to live one's life in a state- of oosmia. 

e-onso-iou.sne-as:? I think, pos-sibly, the high sounding words are 

misleading-. I think it would mean remembering the universal nature 

of' things-· all the time - being always aware of the grea-t self who 

created the universe. The universal nature of' thing~ is bliss - it 

is the same biisg as that whio-h comes from the half hour. So perhaps 

it is n-ot so very far awa;r after all. 



This is a new way - a way of understanding. 

What do you mean by a wa:y of understanding? 

I mean a method, a system - one which is aimed at increasing man's· 

understanding. 

What would such a system be like? 

It would include two things - work on knowledge and work on being. 

Understanding depends on both these things - it is like an arithmetic· 

mean between them. 

You mean, the one cannot increase without the other? 

Yes knowledge by itself is not enough, and being by itself is not 

enough. Both are needed in the right proportion. 

Then what is it that makes them increase? 

That which makes our being develop and grow is the meditation. 

But you say this is not enough? 

No, it is not enough - knowledge is needed also. You have to have 

the right knowledge in the right order, and you have to study this 

knowledge and check it in practice. 

Then what is the right knowledge with which to begin? 

I would say it is the idea of different levels. 

What do you mean by different levels? 

When one is doing the meditation one actually experiences different 

levels - one experiences this through the quality of the mantra, whi~h 

starts on a gross level, when it is first· repeated, but becomes more 

and more subtle as the half hour continues, eventually bec·oming too 

subtle for the mind to grasp, when it transcends. 

But why does it become more and more subtle? 

It depends on· the level of mind which is receiving it. The energy 

content of the mind can vary tremendously in level. When the mantra 

is received by a gross level of mind it seems flat and. dull, but as it 

is received by finer and finer levels it becomes more attractive, more 

delightful to repeat. 

But what makes it go in that direction - what does it depend on? 

It depends on the fact that the mind goes naturally towards the place 

of greatest happiness. 

- You mean the place of greatest happiness is where the level of the 

mind is highest? 

- Yes, and that is where the mantra comes from. 

an enormous store of happiness exists. 

Deep down within us 



6. 

Can you explain where these different levels of mind are situated? 

- It is difficult to follow it physiologically, but we can make a 

diagram to explain the general principles. 

- You mean the highest level of mind is in the centre of the diagram, 

and the lowest level at the edge of the circle? 

- Yes, each of the concentricr rings is on a different level. At the 

centre is the source from which everything comes - the 'inner glory' 

from which the mantra originates. In the central area everything is 

one - there are no divisions, for it is above the level of functions. 

But in the outer part of the circle are the functions we use every daJ". 
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7. 

Then do the functions we use every day work on different levels? 

Yes. On level 5 everything happens mechanically - no attention is 

required. On the next level, level 4, our attention is held by what we 

are doing we enjoy it, and the work gets done much better. But on 

level 3 our a.ttention is held by something higher than ourselves - it 

comes from above us. 

You mean in creative work? 

Yes, that's right. Artistic inspiration, for instance - it has 

tremendous power over our attention. And great discoveries too - you see, 

this area is under the direct influence of the central part of the diagram. 

Then what d.oes the central area contain? 

Level 2 is where man's higher centres are. 

What do you mean by 'higher centres'? 

There are three higher centres - the sex centre, the higher emotional 

centre and the higher intellectual centre. 

Does everyone have these higher cent res, or do they have to be acquired.? 

Everyone has them, in fact they are said to be fully working in us, but 

ordinarily we know nothing about them - except perhaps the se.x: oentre, but 

even that is seldom experienced in its real form. 

- In what way are these higher centres different from the functions in the 

outer part of the diagram? 

- They a.!'e utterly different. To begin with, they have no negative side. 

Our ordinary functions all have a positive and a negative side to 

them, but our higher centres a.re always positive - it is difficult to 

realise what this means. 

- Is that why we experience that extraordinary happiness during meditation? 

Yes, it is when the mind reaches this area. But there is a further area 

beyond. · it, on level I. This area is above the level of functions - it 

is pure consciousness. 

What do you mean by 'pure consciousness'? 

It is not generally· realised that consciousness can exist without functions 

just as functions can exist without consciousness. In the central area, 

on level I, there are no functions, there is only consciousness, or as it 

was once described., 'awareness of the awareness, not of any object•. * 
- And on the outside of the circle there is no consciousness, only functions? 

- Yes, the outside is in darkness, the centre is in the light. When 

we do the meditation we turn toward the light - we leave all our functions 

behind us. *Maharishi 



8. 

- I agree with you, that is the right knowledge with which to 

begin, but what c-omes next? 

- One should. understand how the opposite process works - how the energy 

flows outwards from the centre during one's d.aily life. 

- You mean that du.ring the half hour we go inwards to the centre, during 

the day we go outwards to the circumference? 

- Yes, you can think of it that way. It was described, originally, 

as the treasury and the market. During the half hour we draw out 

some money· from the treasury - from the bank - during the day we spend 

it in the market place. 

- Then how do we spend it in the right way - how do we prevent it from 

getting wasted.? 

- There is no need to worry about that. This money- is a special kind 

of currency· - it~ only be spent in the right wa:y. 

How can that be? 

The energy which comes from the centre cannot be wasted - it is 

inexhaustible, like the ocean. The idea that we have to save energy 

comes from a different method, one in which we learn to control our 

functions. In this method we go straight to the centre· instead. 

- But couldnt the energy from the centre be wrongly used? 

It is above the level of evil - so it cannot be wrongly used. 

Why is that? 

In the central area evil does not exist - it has not yet begun. Only 

when creation reaches lower levels - when movemen~ and actions begin -

does the possibility of evil arise. For then there are two sides to 

everything - positive and negative, good and evil, happiness· and suf'fering 

yes and no •••• 

- So provided we get the right energy from the meditation - energy from 

the centre itself - there is no need. to worry about the wa;y it is used? 

No need. to worry - it will tell you what to do - in fact, you will 

find it is already done. 



I 
9. 

- I would think perha.ps the most important thing is to learn how to 

recognize· this energy w-e get from the med.i tat ion? 

- Yes, you are right, al though the energy itself does this for one. 

How do you mea.n? 

One cannot help noticing it - it has a particular quality of its own. 

Then how would you describe it? 

- Words are- difficult. I find the· only word whio-h describes· it is- 'bliss 1 

but others may prefer to call it something else. 

- And. you say it comes to one during the d.ay? 

- Yes·, it is unmistakeable - it comes up from the centre of one's being-. 

Do you think other people have it? 

- Yes, everyone has it, to a greater or lesser extent, but many are not 

aware of it. 

- You mean it is there all the time? 

- Yes, it exists in. everyone, but it is only when one feels it oneself' 

that one notices it in other people. 

But when one no longer feels it, what can one do?· 

Nothing. After all, one cannot expect too much. 
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lO. 

Tell me, why have you divided the circle into three segments? 

Because the human mind has three parts. 

- Then what are these three parts? 

That on the right is the mind in control of our movements and 

sensations, that on the left is the mind. in control of' our emotions, 

and that at the base is the mind in control of our thoughts. Each 

of these three minds is essentially different - they are like 

different worlds. 

- But surely the mind has many more parts than this - surely it can 

work in a great many different ways? 

- That is the interesting thing. Each of these -three segments 

has its own structure - but within each segment the mind. can work on 

many different levels. If yuu ehange the level of energy, the 

kind of work which the mind can produce will be 

utterly different. 

- Can you give an example of what you mean? 

- Yes, the emotional mind, for instance~ the segment on the left. On 

level 5 it works mechanically. These are the emotions and feelings 

we have every day - likes and dislikes, sadn-ess and joy-, anger and 

irritation, jealousy, even hatred - they are all mechanical. 

- You mean it is mechanical to hate someone? 

- Yes, that is why Christ said. 'love your enemies'. In order to love 

someone you ha,te you have to be on a different level - you cannot do 

it mechanically. 

How can one get onto a different level? 

Through the meditation. The meditation can change the level of 

our emotions - that is the extraordinary thing about it. 

And what about the next level - level 4? 
On level 4 is a deeper kind of emotion - religious emotion, genuine 

love for other people, dedication to some social aim, and so on. 

And level 3? 

Level 3 is creative emotion - artistic inspiration, for instance. 

When it is C'Onnected. with the right technical ability it results in 

works of art, poetry or music. 

And level 2? 

Level 2 is the higher emotional centre. 

How would you describe it? 



ll. 

- Everything is on the level of ecstasy - but connected with one's 

personal life, one's aim, one's relation to people very close to one. 

Subjective realisation of truth, not objective. Objective truth 

belongs to the higher intellectual centre. 

Then where does the higher intellectual centre come, in the diagram? 

It is in the lower segment of level 2. 

- You mea.n it is in the same segment as our thoughts? 

- Yes, but from all accounts it is utterly different. When one 

und.erstand.s the meaning of the universe, whether one exists in it or 

not, or when some great cosmic truth is revealed to one - as it was to 

Jacob Boehme, for instance - perhaps it is iromething like that. 

- Then is it alwa_ys beyond the personal level? 

- Yes, it belongs to a different scale, a different cosmos - one in which 

personal questions· no longer exist. 

- And so that means that the remaining higher centre - the sex centre -

must be on the right hand side? 

- Yes, it is connected with the physical body - with its movementg· and 

sensations. But one has to remember that on this level everything· is 

much more connected together - not in separate compartments, as on lower 

levels. 

Then what is there on level I? 

Level I is cosmic consciousness. 

What is meant by cosmic consciousness? 

We were told it is the ultimate aim of the meditation. 

I wonder what that really·means? 

We were told, if you remember, that every time we transcend during 

meditation, a little of the very subtle energy from the centre is infused 

into the gross level of' ordinary life. When this process of' infusion is 

complete - when it has reached saturation point - then that will be 

cosmic consciousness. 

- So cosmic consciousness is something we can have during: our everyday life? 

- Yes, that is the idea. It means that little by little· our actions will 

come under the influence of the meditation. 

That doesnt sound too impossible. 

It is by no means impossible. Already we begin to find that certain 

things could never have happened without it. That, at least, is a 

beginning. 



12. 

Suppose we take the diagram on a different scale - the scale of the 

whole solar system, with the sun in the centre. As the sun's 

radiations flow outward.s they penetrate deeper and deeper into succ-essive 

levels of the solar system, until by level 5 they can penetrate no further. 

What are these different levels - how can we understand- them? 

In the solar system there are three quite different worlds, just as 

there are in man. In the right hend segment is the world of nature, 

in the segment at the base of the d iagra.m is mankind, and. on the left 

hand side is the plan&t earth. Each of these three worlds is nec-essary 

for the fulfilment of the ~olar system. In: order that the earth can 

evolve as a planet there has to be organic life, and in order that organic 

life can evolve there has to be man. 

Influene:es are reaching these three worlds all the time, from the 

sun in the centre. In area I there is nothing but the diree:t influence 

of the sun, but as this: i:nfluenee· passes,, o'U~!f~S; through area 2 it- · is-

modified by the effec:t of the planets. The planets were once described 

as glasses, or screens- of different c·olours. As ea.ah planet passes 

the earth·, it c-olours, it- diff'~ren-tly. But the: effec.,t is very different 

in each segment and it is different again on each successive level. 

On level 5 the effect of planetary influences is entirely .lla-phazard., 

If we look at nature, for instance, in the right hand segment, we s-~e 

nothing but the struggle for survival. Every species of animal and plant 

is feeding on every other, and in the death of' one living creature, is the 

energy on which. another creature d.epends. If we look at mankind on this 

level the picture is not very different. Everywhere there is violence 

and suff'ering - even more suffering, perhaps, than there is in nature. For 

man has the possibility of transcending suffering, but on this- level he 

cannot do eto. 

Oru lever 4 the preture is, very dif'f'erent. On this lever], s,tt1lL ll02?':e 

on leve-1 J,,, the du--ecrl- influence- o:f' · the sum is_, mueli nea;rer. We a.an. see 

it everywhere, a.round us in the beauty of nature - im her colours· and scents 

and sound't:r, and her extraordinary va:riei;y" of f'o:t"tl't. - And in man. too•, 

we- notice-, the sun's inf'luene.e - in the spontaneous · happiness o:f children:, 

in the love- people have for each other-, in kind-n.ess and ~~ of 

af:ffeetion"-. none of' these things- could exiri without the, sun'al' radiance -

every-1:lii:'ng: comes- front, the sun. 



l3. 

On leve1 3 it is· no longer mankind as a; whole whieh eonC'erns· us, ii 

is,. indii vd.diual man. The- influence of -the- planets on: indi vidua1 man; is 

someithing,: quite d,if'feren."t :frrom· t-hrir in;fluenae on mankind as· a whole. Th• 

are nesponsible for his ffateo. Theo reason why our emoiiional litre,, and: m8Dl1! 

things- a.bout us are, as. they are, is no1. a matter of. chance, it depends on 

t-he influenae of th& planets. Our- f"ate is· generally,· eonsidered -to be 

inescapable,-, but aetual]zy-, it is, quite poslrlble for man 'fro b:ecome :f:rree from 

e:ert'ain aspects· of· it. If' we' c::ould reach level I we should be: abov-e -the

inf'luenee of the planetS' - we tthould! be under the direct influence of t:he 

sun. Level. I is· where:· all maJB.~• a, possibilities· ar&. On level 2 c:ertain, 

of" theae poS'sibili tiea are• actualised, depend'.ing; on whica pl~etary 

inf1.uene.es· a.:ffect him, , and theee, work themselves out in his- life. But 

level ll is· free :from all this. It is where -that part of' US' exists which 

is- immortal, which is~ above• the influenc-e of' life and death. 

That is, all on a very big scale. But on our own Ereale the· lev&ls 

0£· energy are t-ha, same' - it is, t-h& s'allle sun which' i ;s. radiating energy :fr-01.111 

the· c.ent-r.e, and as this energy £"lows outwards int-o our different- :functions 

it is mod'if'ied in various wayer. On.1 level 2· are man:1 s higher c-entr-es=, and 

although thes=e control and inf'luence our f"une:tions- m ma.n;r ways,. we are not 

as= a rulle aware of t-lleire:x:is-tence. Actuallzy:· they are fully working· in us 
all the time,,,_ but we canno:t hear what t-hey are, saying,. Or perhaps i:t is 

just that we never listen - :for the· meditation is c:ertainil.yra waq of 

r-eac:hi~· the~ and: that . is perhaps, its, most important f~t-:i.ion. 

By trans-forming the leve·l of'' energy in our ordinary functions the 

meditation makes· tt p0ssible :f'or them·, t-o work more closely• under the 

influence of' our higher eentr-es.. This- shows itself' in a great lllaJzy' 

di'fferent- wrzys - more obviously';, perhaps,-, in the ef'fect it has on our 

emotional life,, but als,o in our ability to think - to s--e:e, trut-h.. The 

ire.al_ purpose of t-hought ia iro discover truth - ob,j-ecnive truth about- t-he 

woPld,a.nd the me~i?l€behind:' its outward appe-aranc.e. If we had a g-limpS'e 

of this· truth,. even for a fraetion of a secrond,.. all our- thinking would 

change-. But even ordinary levels of' t-hought can be tremendously 

rewardillg:", if they are- ori.entated towards the centre of· the eire-le - even 

on level 3 we sometimes get glimpses of' truth, and these glimpses depend 

ver:, much on the, preparatory work done by level 4. Level 4 is good 

logioalJ thinking - and this in it-s, turn depend.son the ll'out-ine operations

of leve,l 5, whieh should be e-onfined to ree-ording and analysing. 

So eae-h level in the d:iagram has a right fun.et ion, and each level is a 

puil~ing together - a synthesis - of" everything collected on the level below. 

All this goes· on in the lower segment-. But with the left hand segment -



l4 . . 

with our emotions - the pattern is· no·t so c,lear. T1ie fact· bt that mos-t

of our so-called emot'ions- are nothing: of t:hekind,· ospec;rialll~ if t-hey 

c-0nta..in a negatj.ve element, an element- of su.f£ering·. They are• not: 

really em_o-tion - they are imagina1;ion, ;,:. a kindi o-£:· ~ie,;,,ul)' : betwaen our 

thoughts and feeli:nge.. If we· could cut the- connee,tion between our 

feelings: and ou:I' thoughts we should :tind out- somet-hing · rather surprising -

we should d!is:c:over that ~f'er~- is, unnaereas:a:ry - m fact" JJ it- d!oe-a n.o-t: 

exist. There, are fee-Ii~,, mosti_r on the pbysia:al level, and there· 

are the though.ta irhic-h accompal\Y them:.. Separate];w, neither ha-ve mue-h· 

importance - it is- onl;r when ffiley g&'t tied up together that su:t:fering· 

c·omes- intro be-izig - and t:his suf'fering: is not re•l. - we• a:re muck better 

of"f' without- it:. 

This- d.is-ci::overy leans• one to an even more surprising conclua:iion, - real 

emotion is po:si tive·. Physic.al. f .eelings o:a:n be• negative· - real. pain>,; 

for instancre,- or phyei.c-al fear - but that is some,th±ng: qui ta, different,. 

Emo-t±.on comes, :from- al1l01'ther plao-e, - and it has no traoe of anything 

negative,. 

If' W1iJ could free ourselves· from -~uff'e-Pi:ng,, w-e might dii:;:e~er,, . 

perhaps:,, that real emoti'on, c:an be-· elassi.f'ied according· to i t-s purity. 

Very diffiC11lt tQ put into words-, but on level 5 emotions are mu.c::.hl.ess 

pu:rE!' than on level 4 - -mucli mor-e-, n:r.bted. On lev:e,l 4 one s"Ometimes 

meets· with pure I'eligiouS" emotion, or real dedication to s-ome social a;im. 

But on level 3 t:he emotion e:omes from beyond one,- as· with ereative 

inspiration, or religiottac revelati:on. And on level 2 is· the hi.gltest-

k.md: of emotion, . which. is, on the level o'C ecstasy. Bu1t unlike the 

lower ~ -, - whieh is· concerned with objective- truth, it fa concelnted 

with oneaelf', with ;ne,•a- own lif".'e and the people very close to one. 

What is- real emotion all about? Actually,-, it is ~onnact:ed wi t-h 

our ident:ity. Our identity i~ the one thing about us· which, never C!th.anges, 

a-11 through our lif"e. But it- can develop and grow stronger, and. i:t 

through the medlitation one begins- to feel it-, a,11.d. at t:he same time t:o 

become aware of ±t: in other people, thaft will be' ~1:: -~nmtion. _ ... - -~ ·---- . .· ,•• ~-

And lastly; there is t.he right hand segment, which ine:ludes all our 

- ·-. 

m:ovementB' and s-ensa.tions-. It may not be- entirelY7 obvious, but all the 

movements we make have to be accompanied by sensations, or they would not 

b& eontrollaltl.e. Some, of e:ourse, are au¼c,manc, , which means they 

never rea.eh the c:.-entral headquarters- of the brain, but they are there jus-t 

the same-·. These · aut--amarltiic moviements-, are on level 5:. Bu1r on level 4i 

we are aware of. our movements·, and enjoy· them. To be more preeise, it 

is not-~ who are aware of' our move~nts,.,. ii; is the· movements themselves 

whiah have:- more awareness· in them· - morec- light f':rom the centre-. This 



intrins-icr awareness, which ,.i is one o'C the ef:feotS' of the med.i tat ion, 

makes, our movements more controlled, more precise, and usually more 

graceful. But on level 3' our movements a.re inspired,. as if they 

c-ame f'rom bey.ond us - as, :for instance, the movements o:f a great 

ballet dancer, or the hands of a great sculptor. And on level 2 

is the inspiration which make~ such things- poss:ible provided, of· 

c-ours,a,, the right training and technique- are- available. 

Wby is man endowed with the-s,ec t:hre~ di:ff'erent kinds of' funcrtion? 

On t-he outside of' the circle they are like thl:ree different worlds -

so mueh so that people cannot unders.tand one anot"her-, for- in each of 

these, threce worlds the language is, diff'erent-. But the nearer we 

get to the crentre t-he more they baC'Ome alike,, and at the centre its-calf 

they are one. And thee aame thing is tl"Ue of our eneirgy.. We maka-

the mistake o-f" thinking ther-e are different kinds o:f' energy - physical 

energy,, emotional energy and so on. But raa:llyc there ia only., one, 

energy - the energy which c:omes f'l>om the centre. As t-hia, energy :flows 

outwards· it manif"est~ in di:f:terent. wa;,s and on dif'ferent levels, s ·o we 

think the energy itgel:f' ia' different. But like the light which comes 

from the sun, its rea;l na"tur8' is always the same•. 
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As we have s·een, man's inner wo:ttld is, contained within the three 

segments o:f the diagram. Everything-· that he is, from his lowliest 

thoughts to the liigheert possible level of his experienc-e, is conte,ined 

within thes-e three, segments-. On the right hand s-ide is: the 0,antral. 

nervous system, responsible r-or his voluntary movements a;nd s-ensa:tions, 

at the base of the· dia.grarrr is· the o·onscious mind, s ·o-ealled, res:pons-ible 

for all his· thoughts, and on the left hand side is the autonomic nervous 

system, whie-h controls all the inner workings of- the body, and is als-o 

the o:entre· of his emotional life. 

It is- not generally realised tha-t each of these three segments- has, 

its· own time - a time s-o complet-ely, different- :from the next tha-t it is 

difficult to· imagine how there can be any e-ommunieation between them. 

They are·, quite li teral~'t· different time-worlds. 

Our ordinary sense of time is governed by t-he lower s-egment. It is 

in this- segment- t-hat we know t-he time. When we go to sleep a-1; night, 

this time s-ens-e disappears. What actually, takes- its- pla;ce? Some ot-her 

sense of time - a much more aoouratec one in fact - as· we dis-o:over when it 

wakes us up a:t precisely, t-he right moment- in the- morning. 

This would be the right hand segment. But there is- a still further 

time sense - that of' the le:ft hand segment. This time sense, is mu.eh 

more elusive-, and yet in a; wrzy- it is nearer. Moments in early childhood 

are a-s vivid for it a;s yesterday. They never seem to fade, in fact the 

whole of our li:fe is always there. 

and how can it- be found? 

Where does this time sens~ belong·, 

In ordinary life we know little or nothing about these different 

time-worlds·. But; those who are able t ,o reach them assure us that they-

stand ini a matherna-tical ratio, one to, another. They are 

said to be ±m Jrelation to ea-eh other as pne t-o thirty t-housand. And 

this ratio als-o· applies,, believe it· or not, to the larger worlds outs-ide 

us. Nature·' s time is· thirty thousand times larger than ours, and 

planetary time is thirty thousand times larger again. 

The fact that each segment of the diagram· e:x:ists in a c-ompletely 

different time world has tremendous implications. It explains, firS'tt 

how infinitely:, mor-e powerful the sensory world of the right hand segment 

can be than our ordinary thinking~ mind,, and secondly it shows- us how the 

left hand segment - our emotional world - is· way beyond the- reach of either. 



Our emotions, ao.tualJl.y work a:t' sua-h enormo'Wt speed t-hat evecyt-hing,.: 

has· happened long;, before the thinking· mind knows- ~liing; about it.. Yret 

we S!till gp on believing t-hat somehow or other our emotions are 

eontrollaible-. Our mov:ements a.re, to some extent o·ontr-olla;ble,, at least 

t:n the s-ense- that movements-· c_-an be learnt. But onc:e- learnt they:, work 

on their own at- such a speed that we d.o better not to, int-erf"ere wi-th 

them. All_ t-his- points to the: fact that t-here is something,- wrong: wit-h 

the idea - a very common one - that we can~ our :f'unc.tions under 

control. The truth of the matter is we can do nothing· of' the kiruH 

The- meditation goe-s about aill this in a di:f'"ferent-. ~ -• It works 

on the prineiple, first, that there is nothing; we can do, and seoondl;yr 

that- there exists deep down within us: a mind whieh contP"ols all t-hings -

a mind whie:h ia inf'ini te~ more powerful than the ord:inar,y t -hink:ing mind. 

By linkinit ours-elves, little, by li-ttle, t-o this hd.gher mind-, things: will 

c.:ome right natUJrally ... ii-hey will eome right- o:f t-hemselvas. 

But thia process, has to follow a certain order, and it has t-o go, 

by degrees., 

diagram:-

The wa::, in,which it goes is indicated in the following 
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As we have already said, both the right hand segment of the circle 

and the· left hand segmen"lt a.re not withirr our direct control- we have 

virtually no c-ontrol over our emotions, and only, a limit-ed ecntrol over 

our moviements-. The: idea of reaching- the centre, of the circ-le by a 

direct ef'fort of' will is therefore out of the- question. But it: s ·o 

happens, t hat there is- a small ga;p in the, gates- to the kingdom of heaven, 

- a tiny crack through which it is possible to enter. This gap 

consists· b1 our ability to learn c·ertain inner movements - in otli:er 

words to repeat the mantra-. When the· mantra is repeated it sets up 

certa;in vibration.sin the central area of the eirc-le, and these 

vibrations radiate outwards in a:11 direations. 

Wha.-t is the ef:fee-t o:f these vibrations-? At firs-t, they are· 

experienced only• as· a word, whic-h is: where the spiral starts, in the 

lower segment. But a.s the attention is drawn inwards· along the 

spiral, they begin to be experienced as a rb,vthm or pulse., This 

rhy'thm is very attractive to the mind, and' it carries the· attention: 

along· with it. As it continues round the right hand. s·egment, the 

level of" energy becomes finer, until by· the top of the circle it has 

reached the threshold between level 3 and level 2. On this leve-1 

the vibrations from the mantra have such a strrongpull, and are so 

delightful t-o the mind, t-hat the attention rollows them still further, 

into the left hand s-egment-, · and e-ventua,Ily to the c_,entre its:elf'·. 

Somewhere, along the line t-he· mantra transcends - whecre, ~actly--, it- is 

diffieult t-o say-'1'1 for it varies· for different-. people and at di.fferent 

times. 

Now there is- no need t--0 f'ollow all this during the ha-lf' hour -

once the-· mantra has· been started it will ta.keus along· the, spiral 

of its, own accord. But we c-a.n study the e-f'f eet of the spiral on 

our li:f'e from day to day,. for in eac.h part of the spiral there is a 

corresponding outward effect. This effect is obviouslydi:fferen-t 

for different people-, for some have been doing it longer than others. 

At first the mantra will be working mainly perhaps in the, right hand 

segment., This' will mean that a great many things we do during the 

day will seem easier. At times our movements will be different - they 

will be more graceful, more controlled, and our work will be quiekel!' 

d.one. That unpleasant ha:bi t of' di. thering, between, one action and t-he 

next will disappear, and we will f ~ind ourselves· doing our work in the 

ri.ght sequencre. But- sooner or later-- the mantra will begin t:o hav.e 



its ef'feet on our emotional li:fe. We will become awa:re, more and more, 

of a great store of inner happiness, which we never knew existed. li".a.IW 

of' our unpleasant feelings a.nd moods will disappear, and our attitude 

to life will beo,ome more positive. But more important them this, 

sooner or later this place of inner happiness will become a centre to 

which we can turn - a referenee· point for all our actions • 

. As the mantra opens up more and: more connections with the left hand 

segment, this referenee point grows, in importance. It is a kind of 

coming home to ourselves - to what we really are. In thes-e times, . 

when man has, no o.eliefs, no relig.ion to which he can turn with axr:,

convietion,. suc:h a referenc:e point- has enormous value, for it can show 

us, always, wha-t is right for us to do. But the spiral goes- further 

than this - it can take us beyond the personal level altogether. In 

the last seet-ion,,. as· it transcend:s · into the mmtra1 area,, its 

effect will be- to bring us truth - truth about t-he world, and the re-a:l 

meaning behind its, outward appearanc:e. 

It is, this- last part of the spiral whie:h brings an expansion of our 

being. Just as the right hand segment brings an expansion of our 

awareness in action, and just a;s the left hand segment brings arr 

expans-ion of our emotional life - our inner happiness - so the last 

part of' the spiral brings an expansion of our whole being. Those 

who invented the sys-tem must have known a.bout t-his:, for t-he-y formula-ted 

c:ertain cosmological ideas, - ideas which are much, much bigger than 

anything: we ar-e eve-r likely- to meet in ordinary life - ideas whiel't 

can lift us fronr. t-he personal level into the universal. The-se very 

big ideas are a framework into whic-h the mind can expand, for when being 

d.evelops, the right knowledge is- needed to go with it. But already 

these big ideas of the system have bec-ome outmoded., and a new formulation 

is needed, in line with cont-emporary thought. The question is, how 

can this reformulation be done, and what form should it take'? 

- ----~---·-·-·-·---·--·· 
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When we do the meditation we go inwards· towards the eentre,. But 

during the da.,r the eneTgy is rlowing outwa.:rds - it is :flowing outwards 

a:long· the same spiral in the opposite d:ireetion. Let us tl!'j"' 'to se& 

what actually- happens. 

Everything comes- in its- origin from the c-entre of the· circle·. Energy-

is f"lowing outwards from the centre- all the' time, like the radiations f'rom 

the, sun.. First, these radiations bring light to area I - the' liighe-r 

mind within us- whe-re• all our lif'e is regulated. They thew pass on t-o 

the higher emotional world of' level 2, where they are· sorted out and 

certain dec:is-ions taken1e Next, they continue round the spiral to the 

right hand: segment, where they are· translated into a;o-tion - eonv:Eri:-ted into 

the right fX-equenc:ie·s for levels 3 and 4; Finallyr they find their 

waw to the- lower segment, are• r-educ:ed in frequency- onc.e again,. and. end. up 

in the form: of certain thoughte- .on, level:. 5. 
You see·· 'the d if":ficu.1 ty - the thought 'I am doing· it"' c,omes last - i 1; 

cromes af'ter the a.c'tion has taken place! No wonder we were told tn the 

system that man cannot do - that everything happens. But what can be 

the purpose of" the, lower s,agment - what is it actually :ror? It is a 

refleetor - a very wonderful instrument capable of re:fle-c·ting everything

tha;t takes plane within the circle. Like thos•e enormous· parabolic 

re:flectoTS' used by; astronomeTs it can pick up vibrations of di:f:ferenrt 

wave·l:engths. 

But the reflector has to be tuned. In the ordinary way· its range, of' 

frequencies is very limi t ·ed - for various reasons it only· refleci;s a sma.11 

part- of the c::ircle, and the trouble is· we think this is all we are. And 

s-0 we begin to analyse, to construct various theories about ourselvea, to 

indulge in various· disciplines. This is all on one level - it is alll. 

on the surface of the pond:.. By diving deeper- we c_a..tr make the r-efleetor 

more sensitive, more receptive to higheT f'requenoies - and this is what 

the meditation does. By drawing the attention: inwards along the spiral 

it gradually· accustoms the mind -to higher and higher levels of" energy. 

This prac'"tie-e ta.lees- the plac-e o:f all the disc,iplines: we used to do before. 
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Now when we do the meditation we turn the reflector inwara.s, but 

during the d:ay we turn the reflec,tor outwards. During the day we do 

not turn it :first one way and then another, a;s this upsets the natural 

flow or energy-, and e-on:fuses the mind. You remember the story about 

Lot's wife, in tb.e, Ol<i Testament? Lot was :fleeing- with his family from 

the burning cities of' Sodom and Gomorrah. But in spite of being. warned 

by, the Lord not tco do so, his wife 'looked baek from behind him, and she 

bec:ame a pillar of salt.' So during the day dont look back - go 

straight ahead! 

The analogy of dipping the c:loth in the dye may Illftktr this a,learer. 

If you dip a piece of white cloth in a yellow dye it will take on a yellow 

cx:>lour. Then if you hang it out· in the sun the c:olour will gra.dually· 

fade, but some of the c:olour will remain and the ra:,s of the sun will 

fix it-. Then you dip the cloth in the dye once again and the aa.meo thing 

will happen - and. so on, d.a.y after day. In time the cloth will become 

a full yellow, and this yellow colour will be fixed - it will not fad.e 

t'!';rr;y more., 

This analogy is a very exact description of the meditation. You will 

see that there are two points about it. First, the eloth has to be 

immersed in the dye·, long enough for the dye· to circ:ula:te through it. 

Sec-0ndly, the cloth has to be liung out in -the sun in ord:er to be ftxed. 

This fixing of the d,ye refers to what happens during the da:,., When we 

get up from the half hour and start the day's work, the influence of" the 

meditation will be: with us for a c:ertain time, but sooner or later it 

will fade. But a certain amount of' •its in:tluenee will remain-, and 

this residue will beeome- permanent. It ma._v not be very much, but it 

will never g-c:, a-wa;r. And as we continue with the· med:ita:tion day after 

day, it will gradually, increa-s-e. 

So we have to gu straight ahead during t-he da.;r and let the influence of' 

the meditation fade. And then we have to do the same thing again the 

next day, and so on. This is quite unlike· an._y other method we have, 

tried before. But it is· a perfectly, natura.l thing to do, and it is the 

only" way the energy from the half hour ce,n circulate, and bec-ome fixed. 

So when things· ge-t difficult during· the da:,, dont look back on yourself -

remember Lot's wife •. If you go straight ahead the med.itai;ion will come 

to your rescue·. 

There is an old saying that man c-onsists o:f -four things - a cart,. a 

horse, a driver and a maste-r. If ;y;uu apply this to the diagram you 

will see that the master is at the C'entre of the circle, the driver is· 

immediately under him in the lower segment, the horse· is'. in the ler-t 
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hand segment and the ea.rt·· is on ·the right-. But the old s -a,ying goes on 

to point out- 'that the driver is asleep, and he cannot hear the master's 

voice. In other words he is down on level 4 or 5 in the lower segment 

instead of. level I, and does not even remember t'hat the c:entre exists. 

Because he ha-a- fallen off his S'eat and dropped the reins t he hor.s'& has 

got out- of' crontroT - it is pa.nicking· and running awaJT with the c.art, which 

is· in grave danger of bree.king up under the strain. 

Now many d.ifferent remedies· ha:ve been suggested for this s-tai;e of 

af'fairs. Mosi; of them start from below, by working on the cart :first. 

Then the horse has to be· trained - a long and. diffioul t task - and :finally,,

the driver has to be woken up and returned to- his proper place,. Alli this 

takes a cronsiderable time - even perhaps several lifetimes - and. generallyc 

a good deal of suffering too. But the metlitation goes about it in a 

different way. What does it actually d~o? It unites the driver 

wi_ith the· mas.tar. Once the influence of the master is· f'elLt, the 

driver takes up the reins. Feeling· the driver's, influenc:e, the horse 

starts pulling on the shaf'ts, and so the cart goes, merrily, along. 

Y,ou see- the point - in this method no spec1.al disciplines are required. 

If -the technique is carried out c,orrectly, the resi; will follow naturally-. 

This is a very great advantage, for practically, all the disciplines, one 

hears about today come in their origin from schools and monastic

organisations· of' the pa1::rt, and were originally intended. to be carried 

out under special conditions. In the modern conditions of lifa they 

can have a wrong effect, as- they be-J.ong· to a dif''f'erent wrq - a wrr:, of . 

retirement :from the, world. Thia- method does not- in:\l:olve retirement 

f''bo•the world - it is a. wa,y of livd.ng · more truly, in the world - o£. 

living one's, life to the full. 


